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ABE FORTAS:
THE PRACTIC'E OF
LAW IS AN ART

$6,100 And No Relief In Sight

by Valerie Richardson

Former
Supreme Court Justice Abe
Fortas gave law students a brief glimpse
into their futures as practicing lawyers and
provided some tips on making it through
law school in a speech October 28 before
the Jewish Law Students Association at the
Marvin Center.
The practice of law is an art, the 71-yearold former justice told the group of stu-dents, "The understanding of law involves
not only the technical knowledge and ability to. arrive at an understanding and appraisal of the problem, but the gift of per'ception-s-of human beings and human
situations: "
Fortas said he found the legal profession
fascinating because one never encounters
the same problem twice. "It is very exacting
and tough-a lawyer has to be on top of
every detail to be good in the profession,"
Fortas said. The problem with handling a big case..
Fortas noted, is that there is so much work
involved. Usually the facts are ambiguous
coming from the client, making it difficult
for the attorney to sort through them and
make some sort of judgment.
He said that often the client does not tell
the attorney what the facts are in a way that
the attorney can evaluate them. The attorney must, therefore, constantly apply the
facts to the law and the law to the facts over
and over again.

P

e~cePtiveness was stressed by the
former justice as a key to the practice of
law. "There is a certain schizophrenia involved," Fortas explained. "To a degree an
attorney should become emotionally involved with his client. Without the emotional involvement, the law would be too
dull, the work too hard." The other side of
-the coin is the rigorous discipline required
of an attorney-the stamina it takes to see a
case through to the end.
The diversification of the legal profession
creates many challenges for today's lawyers, Fortas said."There will always be divorces and auto accidents, but we must take
the mystery off the burgeoning field of
technology. It is expanding at a fantastic
rate." Fortas stressed the need for today's
lawyers to learn aboutcomputers and to use
them as a tool in dealing with corporate
(Please turn to page 3)

. by David Danner

TUition
for full-time students at the National Law Center will increase 17.5 percent
next year, from $5,200 to $6,100, if the
budget proposed by. University Budget
Director William Johnson is approved by
the trustees, who will vote on the matter
next January. Tuition for night students
will increase nine percent, from $200 to
$218 per credit hour, to bring their tuition
costs more in line with that of day students.
Johnson ascribed the $900 increase for
day students to inflation and to the new

building fupd. He cited seven percent increases in operating expenses, 10 percent increases in faculty salaries, and seven percent
library and equipment costs increases.
Those, plus $500,000 earmarked for the
new law school building fund, justify the
17.5 percent tuition hike, Johnson said.
Overall, the law school budget is increasing $1.1 million, from $7,334,000 to
$8,421,000. Johnson said that 75.4 percent
of that figure which is directly turned over
to the law school, with the remainder going
to the university for administration costs
and such expenses as the Smith Center and
the Marvin Center.
'~I know the tuition increase looks
messy," Johnson said. "But it's really
not." .

But student leaders who met with Johnson, Dean Jerome Barron and Associated
Deans Edward Potts and Teresa Schwartz
showed concern that law school tuition
money was being· used to fund non-law
school projects, such as the new academic
cluster building.
__ Johnson was unclear on this point. At the
meeting, he said that "the entire university
is shouldering the burden of the law school
building,'" since law students had helped
share expenses for the academic cluster. But
·at a student forum in Stockton 101 on
November 2, he indicated that the Law
Center would shoulder the main expenses
for the building's debt service to the tune of
$500,000 this year-a
$200.000 increase
(P!ease turn to page 4)

SBA Meets on Tuition, Placement
sity, and followed this up with a law-schoolwide tuition forum attended by Johnson
and Andy Anker, GWUSA Vice President
for Financial Affairs. Stressing the fact that
the tuition increases are still in the proposal
stage, awaiting final decision in January,
Robinson has emphasized the need for a
well-informed law school community and
presentation of a united front to the University. Because there is a chance to influence the final vote on the tuition to be set
for next year, the Law Center student committee will be ready with a statement to be
. announced concurrently with GWUSA's
recommendation on tuition on November

by Mary Beth Bosco

T

he tuition h;~e and the placement office have been the main concerns of the 'Student Bar Association in a month marked by
extra meetings,· new committees, and increased SBA activity.
Andy Robinson, law school representative to the George Washington University
Student Association; broke the news of the
proposed $900 tuition hike at the SBA
meeting of October 13-the same day that
the increase was announced by the Univer-'
sity. Caught Off-guard by the tuition move,
the SBA responded by unanimously passing
a quick resolution against the increase and
then forming a committee comprised of
'Robinson and SBA representatives. This
committee was charged with gathering and
disseminating information to the law school
community, investigating possible alterna- .
tive solutions to the $900 raise in tuition,
and formulating an informed and unified
law school position to present to the University. The tuition committee and other
SBA members held an immediate meeting
with Dean Barron and William Johnson,
the Director of Budgeting for the Univer-

11.

present at the October 13 SBA
meeting was Tom Carlson, a student member of the Placement Committee, who
asked for student reaction to the innovations made by the Placement Office in the
on-campus interviewing process. Although
the modifications themselves are generally,
thought to be improvements. SBA repre- •
sentatives reported various student complaints about their implementation, including charges of inefficiency in getting the
Budget director Johnson

(Please fum to page 5)
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Moffitt on Mediation
by Mary Beth Bosco

Kenneth
Moffitt, Director of the Federal, Mediation Conciliation Service, began
his October 28 talk at the National Law
Center in true mediator style by polling the
audience about what they wanted to hear
and then trying to accommodate everyone.
Moffitt exhibited his skill by leaving a
satisfied audience which had been treated to
a narration of the history and behind-thescenes maneuverings of the recent Air Traffic Controllers and Baseball strikes and his
insights about why the strikes ended as they
did and what is ahead for labor unions in
the upcoming three years of the Reagan Administration.
Moffitt related that the Air Traffic Controllers' dispute dated back to 1970, when
none other than F. Lee Bailey, as head of a
loosely-knit organization of controllers, led
a sick-out to force steps toward a reduction
in the stressful nature of the controllers'
job. The sick-out was unsuccessful, Bailey
. was ousted, and a new management team
(including current P ATCO President
Robert Poli), adept at bargaining and political maneuvering, shaped PATCO into the
premier federal employee union, a status it
was to enjoy for nearly ten years.

N o
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package to Congress and have them resolve
the difference between the $675 Clay-Williams Bill and the $40 million AdministraTHE MAN WHO STOOD BETWEEN
tion offer.
It is here, says Moffitt, that PATCO
PATCO AND THE GOVERNMENT
blew it. First, Moffitt saw the union's rejecSA YS, uYOU HA VE TO BE A LITTLE CRAZY."
tion to the compromise offers' promise of a
shorter work week in favor of a forty-hour
week with two hours allocated to overtime
pay as completely destroying PATCO's
credibility as to its major bargaining point
-the stressful nature of the controllers'
job. Second, faced with a dissatisfied union
unwilling to accept the Administration's
package, Poli decided to push the situation
to a head. Giving Congress a forty-eight
hour deadline to reconcile the packages and
disregarding intimations from the Administration that it was ready to settle, Poli told
!
Moffiee, "We're either gonna win big, or
we're gonna lose big." And, in Moffitt's
words, "the rest is hisbory."
I
However, Moffitt did suggest that' there
is
"subterannean bargaining" taking place
between certain AFL-CIO leaders and the
Office of Management' and Budget to restore some of the fired controllers to their
jobs .
As for what the PATCO negotiations
portend for the labor movement in the next
few years, Moffitt says, "You can bet anything you own that there won't be any fed.' eral sector strikes in the next three years."
Moffitt: "You have to be a little crazy."
A concrete effect of the Administration's
This new P ATCO management was ex- hard-line stance during the PATCO distremely successful in working with Con- pute, according to Moffitt, was the "chillgress to pass legislation improving safety ing effect" it had on the postal negotiations. The postal workers ratified-by 97
conditions for its members, and in Moffitt's
pay: increase significantly less
estimation, "Probably had the very 'best percent-a
collective bargaining agreements in 'he fed- than the one turned down by PATCO.
eral sector." The union's stumbling block,
though, turned out to be its abiding interest
in getting the controllers out of the federal
sector, for in so doing, they would be free
witching gears to talk about the baseof the constraints placed on the bargaining ball strike, Moffitt fingered the club
abilities of federal employees' unions. This owners' large strike insurance policy as a
"very militant, very elitist" PATCOposimajor factor in prolonging the strike. Mof. tion lost them the support of their sister fitt estimates that only three of the baseball
unions and, according to Moffitt, was one owners needed the insurance and that
of the contributing factors to their recent "Lloyd's of London really got taken to the
failure.
cleaners." Moffitt sees the insurance issue
Ford Foundation recently announced withExacerbating the problem, PATCO was as indicative of the larger problem that
drawal of all public interest funds. Until
one of only three unions to support Ronald
modern club owners, unlike their predecesrecently Ford provided over half the funds
Reagan in the 1980 election, and therefore, sors, do not depend on revenues from their
for public interest groups, including the Ensays Moffitt, there was a feeling among the franchises as their livelihood. Rather, says
vironmental Defense Fund, the Natural Re- other unions this summer that the con- Moffitt, "most of these people do it as a
source Defense Council and the Center for
trollers had gotten what they deserved and hobby" and were not hurt personally by the
Law and Public Policy.
"as a result, there weren't too many people lost gate receipts. Moffitt contends that this
EJF is currently working to extend the
in town supporting PATCO."
factor accounted for "the crazy, far out
Voting Rights Act to prevent dilution of the
This political game playing complicated _ position" the owners took in the negotiaFreedom of Information Act and to prevent
the negotiations for Moffitt because he had tions. Moffitt seems to have little sympathy
Congress fro removing specific issues (bus- , to contend with "two tiers" of bargaining: for the baseball owners, for in his words,
ing, school prayer, abortion) from the jurisone at the table and one behind-the-scenes
"Anytime you say to a union, we want
diction of the Federal Courts.
at the White House, PATCO President something back that you won in arbitraKellock explains that a. little Student Fel- Robert Poii' believed that President Reagan tion, that you won in the courts, then
lowship money can go a long way toward
"owed them one" for the union's support you're in trouble."
reform of the legal system. Recently, a surin the 1980 election and further claimed
Moffitt was similarly unimpressed with
vey prepared by a student intern was used
that he had an oral agreement from Reagan the way the owners conducted themselves
to launch a lobby of key legislators which,
supporting PATCO's position. Yet without during the negotiations, while having
according to Kellock, contributed substanconsulting either the White House or the nothing but praise for Player Representatially to a House vote in favor of re-authoriother unions, Poli went to the Hill and sue- tive Marvin Miller. Calling Miller "possibly
zation of the Legal Services Corporation.
cessfully sought sponsorship for a bill man- the best communicator I've ever worked
Students interested in helping to organize
dating a shorter work week for the air traf- with," the mediator credited the resolution
the SFF program at GW should come to the fie controllers, pay pegged at the median of the strike to private talks between Miller
next meeting on Tuesday, November 9 at 8 for airline pilots (around $70,000 annually),
and Baseball Deputy Commissioner Lee
p.m, in Bacon Lounge, or contact Julie
and provisions for early retirement. The McPhail and to the behind-the-scenes efBecker (first year) or Susan Kenneler (sec- total cost of the Clay-Williams Bill was forts of D.C. lawyer Edward Bennett WiIond: year) through the EJF mailbox in 301 $675 million.
Iiams who prodded the owners along.
Bacon Hall. •
Finally, when asked what it takes to be a
,
good mediator, Moffitt laughed and
gainst this complicated and increas- replied, "You have to be a little crazy." He
ingly hostile backdrop, Moffitt was called said that all 275 federal mediators are
into the negotiations and was presented "prima donnas" with widely ranging styles,
with ninety-eight different issues to be re- but share a comm~n willingness to thorsolved. After twenty-three days of bargain- oughly research a d.ISput~,.an even temper,
ing and only two issues settled, the Admin- and a hard-to-acquire ability to appear .Imsored by the Jewish Law Student Associaistration offered PA TCO a compromise partial and never advocate anyone Side.
tion is part of a continuing speaker series.
package, which encompassed PATCO's de- Calling it. an. emotiona~ly drai~ing and
'Brunch includes bagels, lox and cream
mands for a shorter work week increased health-taxing Job, Moffitt admitted that
cheese; a $3.00 admission will be charged to
pay and early retirement, but totalled only "I've always felt that you leave a little bit of
cover the costs of the food served. The or$40 million. Not having a sufficient percen- yourself at the table. There's no way that
ganization stresses that all law students are
tage of union members willing to go on you can't get emotionally involved.
invited to attend this brunch and all of its
strike at the time, Poli agreed to take this
"I wish we were hiring." •
functions .•
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EJ F Plans Student

Fellowships at GW

A

new program sponsored by the
Equal Justice Foundation (EJF) may increase opportunities for George Washington law students to intern with public interest groups. Beginning this spring, students
will be asked to tithe $20 or one percent of
their projected summer earnings (whichever
is greater) to Student Funded Fellowships.
Half the money collected will provide fellowships to George Washington law students who want to work for public interest
groups next summer. The other half will
finance a law student to work at the EJF as
a National Law Fellow.
According to Susan Kellock, executive
director of the EJF, other law schools have
responded enthusiastically to the Student
Funded Fellowship program. At Georgetown, for instance, over 60 percent of last
year's students contributed.
EJF grew out of a 1977 meeting of
lawyers convened by Ralph Nader. Today,
more than 800 lawyers and law students
fund the organization by tithing one percent of their income.
Kellock explained that this is a critical
year for public interest law because the

.
Former SEC Enforcer
To Address Students

F

-

ormer Security and Exchange Commission Enforcement Director Stanley.
Sporkin will address the National Law
Center on Sunday, November 8 at '11 :30
a.m. in Bacon Lounge. The event, spon-

A
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Fartas: The Practice Of Law Is An Art
(continued from page 1)
clients. Fortas is presently involved with extensive litigation in the field of computer
satellites.
Everyday lawyering, Fortas said, involves
dealing with one crisis after another. The
lawyer is constantly called upon to settle
not just personal crises but complex business problems, as well. Because these problems are so diverse, a qualified lawyer
should "know a lot about a lot of things,"
Fortas said.

T

here is a "cross-fertilization" between
law and almost every other field of study,
he explained. "There is nothing-including
my music-that has not enriched my law
career," he said. A great admirer of violinist Isaac Stern, Fortas compared Stern's
emotion and discipline with characteristics
found in the best lawyers.
"A young man once asked me what to
study to become. the best lawyer in the
world," Fortas related. He continued, "My
answer to him was, 'read, read, read.' You
must be perceptive about people, and the
most pervasive way to attain that understanding of people is through the great
literature." Another love of Fortas is what
he terms' 'the mysterious school of psychiatry." He said the study of psychiatry
proved useful, but that nothing can take the
place of reading the literary classics.
Fortas noted that the law school experience is what takes the mystery off the law.
The first year, Fortas said, should be very
tough and very rigid. During the first year,
a law student should learn how to "milk"
the cases-not just the facts and holding,
but the very precise and exact use to which
the cases can be put. Reinforcing his belief
that the first year should not be permissive,
Fortas stressed the need for students to
master the technique of reading and
vocabulary. The second year, he said,
should be a broad overview of the law, and
during the third year one should be allowed
to "soar and dive" in whatever interests the
student.

era. He practiced with the Securities and
Exchange Commission and served as
Undersecretary of the Interior in 1946. He
later helped establish the partnership of Arnold, Fortas & Porter and was perhaps best
known for successfully arguing the Gideon
v. Wainright case before the Supreme
Court in 1963, winning the guaranteed right
to counsel to accused criminals too poor to
hire a lawyer.
.
In 1965, Fortas was appointed to the Supreme Court. Four years later, he resigned
amidst an investigation of his alleged acceptance of fees from the Wolfson Foundation, then under investigation by the Securities and Exchange Commission. He now
practices law in Washington.
Having viewed cases from the other side
of the bench, Fortas cautioned that attorneys must be extremely prepared before arguing cases before the high court. He noted
that the justices have been over the case
thoroughly so the attorney must know it inside out.
"The non-verbal playback from the justices, or any judge,
is extremely
important," Fortas said. "It is awfully easy
to lose a judge midstream. You have to
watch his reaction to be sure you're not
Former U.S. Supreme Court Justice Fortas: Look outside the profession.
boring him." If such is the case, Fortas
jokingly suggested either knocking over the
I
lectern or moving on the next point.
Finally, the former justice lashed out at
"TO A DEGREE AN ATTORNEY SHOULD
the current legislative attempt to define
BECOME EMOTIONALL Y INVOLVED WITH
human life, in relation to the issue of aborHIS CLIENT. WITHOUT THA T INVOLVEMENT,
tion. "It's outrageous," he said. "Those
people [Congress) are striking a blow to the
THE LA W WOVLD BE TOO DULL, THE WORK
foundations of government and our ethical
TOO HARD."
system." Fortas questioned Congress'
authority to define the jurisdiction of the
Court on this issue. "You cannot remove
Fortas noted the major problem with law has been so restricted. The shrinking of from the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court
school is the pressure of time and vastness statutory law is very dangerous to society the authority to adjudicate basic constituof subject matter. "In law school you work and the idea that constitutional principles tional questions," he said.
superficially compared to what you do out should have limited application is appallClaiming to be a "strict constructionist"
in the world of conflict. You ride only on ing," Fortas told the students.
of the Constitution, defined by Fortas as
construing the Constitution together with
the surface of problems. There really is no
the authority of the Court outlined by
substitute for work," he said.
earlier cases, he stated, "I have no tolerThe fact that there is a proliferation of
lawyers today does not bother Fortas.
s a young attorney, Fortas came to, ance for this attempt to deprive the Su"What I don't like is the fact that the law Washington, D.C. during the New Deal preme Court of this jurisdiction."

A

Winpisinger: Reaganomics 'Robin Hood In Reverse'
by Erich Schwartz

Machinists' President Wimpisinger:
A matter of "when, " not "if."

William
"Wimpy" Winpisinger , the
controversial head of the International
Association of Machinists and Aerospace
Workers told an audience of law students in
Stockton Hall on October 22 that President
Reagan's tax proposals are "Robin Hood in
reverse," and warned that corporate concentration will lead to "catastrophic consequences."
Winpisinger made the comments in a
talk sponsored by the SBA's evening speaker series.'
The Machinists' president has made
headlines on many occasions as the most
radical voice within the AFL-CIO, to which
his union belongs. He was among the leaders of the draft-Kennedy movement in 1980,
and has been a consistent critic of the Reagan administration's budget policies.
Apparently imbued with the notion that
law students are studiously serious academicians, Wimpisinger began his talk with an
intricate if somewhat dry statistical analysis
of the
impact
of the
Reagan
administration's
economic program on
working people. He noted that the lion's
share of the revenue reduction will be showered on the wealthiest elements of American society; this money, he charged, would
largely be used to fuel "corporate canibalism," in which major scale capitalists strug-

gle to acquire existing companies rather
than develop a new productive base.
In the face of this "re-weaIthification,"
Winpisinger
argued,
the status of
America's rank and file laboreds becoming
more precarious. He noted that the average
wage paid to members of his union was
barely above that of the working poor. Further, the erosive effect of inflation on their
salaries leaves them sliding steadily downward, "safety-net notwithstanding,"
he
said.
"The essentials of Reaganomics were
tested in the United States in the 1920's,
with disastrous effects," Winpisinger said.
Today, forms of Reaganomics are being
used in Pinochet's Chile and Margaret
(" Attila the Hen") Thatcher's Britain, he
noted, with equally dismal results.

W
'inpisinger also ~xpressed fear that
the present government's policies will lead
to increasingly class-based distinctions in
the United States.
He noted Felix
Rohatyn's prediction that "Reaganomics
will spawn class warfare in the streets."
Labor, he said, has a negative image in
the minds of many Americans because "industry has consistently blamed unions for
everything from inflation to loose dentures
. to fallen arches." He charged the administration with a double standard in that it
supports the Polish Solidarity Union's right
to strike against its government while .refus-

ing to deal with striking air traffic controllers in this country. "How is it that
there is no amnesty for air controllers from
the party that pardoned the biggest thief in
the history of the nation, Richard 'Outhouse' Nixon, who only tried to steal the
government? "
Winpisinger commented on the increasing concentration of economic power in a
comparatively small number of corporate
behemoths: "The Fortune 500 companies
control 70 percent of the business in the
United States and receive 90 percent of the
profits." He argued that this fact is of
potentially catastrophic significance for
American democracy, because "a half
dozen corporate executives can make decisions which will change the nature of the
nation. "
Winpisinger suggested that it is time for
the union movement to "stop being so
pragmatic and become principled." Accordingly, he outlined the "Rebuilding
America Act" that his union has submitted
to Congress. Among other things, this program would provide for the resurrection of
something similar to the depression-era Reconstruction Finance Bank, which would
permit genuine reindustrializationto take
place on a locally controlled basis. In addition, the Machinists' proposal contains a
social clause which would outline minimum
standards of behavior for corporations in a
number of areas, including safety and
health, civil and human rights, and environmental protection .•

.--------------

------------_._-------------------------------

Tuition
(continued from page I)
over what students had contributed in the
past two years. At the same time he said
. that "the Law Center is not contributing
anything to Gellman or to the academic
cluster. "
Johnson defended as fair the 75.4 percent
return on tuition revenues to the law center.
"The National Law Center has a higher
rate of tuition return than any other school
[within the university]," he said. Some students remarked that this contention is misleading, because the law school handles
much of its own administration and library
work, unlike other schools.
But Johnson said, "I have satisfied myself and the budget committee that given
the information
before me, we've got a
budget we can work with." He said that,
although he is open to student input and
suggestions, he sees no room for play in the
proposal.

S

orneof the more than 100 law students who attended the student forum had.
trouble accepting that contention, however.
One student accused the university
of
"making a shopping list and then giving us
the bill." He suggested that the university
"ask the people who are buying the product
what they want."
.
Many students voiced their frustration at
having to pay for a law school building in
which they will never study because they
will have graduated by the time the new
facility is scheduled for completion.
Dean Barron. responded that although
present students may never use the new
building, they will benefit from it in other
ways. "We're investing in our degrees," he
said. "For one thing, building the new
building is not a matter of choice. We can-

More than 100 students attended an SBA-sponsored tuition forum
on November 2.
not remain accredited without new facilities." Beyond that, he said, the improved
status of the law school as a result of the
new buildings will in turn enhance the
status of students' and alumni's professional credentials.
"If you want a first-class law school,
you're going to have to pay for it," he said.

At the forum, Dean Barron compared
the proposed ]982-]983 tuition to that at
other private law schools and concluded
that "our tuition is relatively low." [See article, page 7) While calling the tuition increase "unfortunate,"
he said nevertheless,
"You can't change the world in which we
live. Students in an inflationary era do not

look forwardto
any additional tuition. But
these are inflationary times."
Johnson did indicate that he hoped the
process would slow down, however.
"I
don't think it will go up as much in 1983-84
as it will next year. But that's not a
promise."

...----------------,-------------------...,
i

Georgetown Tuition Up,Too
Georgetown University Law Center students are also faced with large tuition
increases. Denis Ransmeier, Georgetown's
Assistant Dean for Administration,
has predicted that Georgetown law students will pay $7,]2] a year, up from this
year's $6,235.
On October 19, the Georgetown Student Bar Association House of Delegates
passed a resolution opposing the increase and demanding that the university defer
numerous expenditures "for at least another year." •

T

he Student Bar Association voted to
oppose any tuition increase until student response could be considered. According to
SBA President Marjory Fisher, the SBA
will announce its final position after the
results of a student survey have been tabulated and after the SBA Budget Committee
has thoroughly
studied the budget proposal. •

GW Trustees Approve
Law Building Plans
by Lori Berman

George
Washington
University's
Board of Trustees has approved a $16.7
million building program for the National
Law Center which will increase space in the
school by 42 percent. Eight million dollars
will be raised by alumni and friends of the
school. The balance will come from university resources and law school tuition revenues. (See article page 1)
"For a long time the law center has had a
need for more adequate physical facilities,"
said University President Lloyd H. Elliott.
"This development program will give us
buildings worthy of our students and distinguished graduates."
Law School Dean Jerome Barron praised
the new building plan as "first class," but
told an audience at a student forum on
November 3 that "building the new facility
is not a matter of choice. We cannot remain
accredited without new facilities."
The building program will be completed
by 1985 and will include the renovation of
Stockton Hall, the law center's main building, construction of a new north building
where Bacon Hall now stands and expansion of the Jacob Burns Law Library to the
south. The project's planners hope to phase
the project in order to create the minimum
amount of disruption in the law school's
operation.
Major elements of the building program
will be a new moot courtroom,
an expansive main library reading room encompassing the second floors of both Stockton and

Burns Library,
13 new classrooms
with
amphitheatre
seating in all classrooms
which seat more than 100 students, faculty
offices, an audio-visual center, larger student activities areas, and new quarters in
the basement of Stockton
Hall for the
school's clinical programs .•

Cheh Has

Fiduciary

Professor Mary Cheh gave birth to a six
pound,
10 ounce daughter on Monday,
November 2. The baby, Jane Hanna Lewis,
will graduate from Harvard Law School in
2003 .•

-
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SSA Meets on Tuition, Placement
(continuedfrom page 1)
resumes to firms in a timely manner and
favoritism evidenced in the distribution of
extra "D.C. stamps."
Another complaint
aired was that of interviewers improperly
questioning applicants about marital status.
This problem has already been brought to
Lynn Hiner's attention,
resulting in the
Placement Office's requiring firms to comply with a non-discriminatory
hiring policy
if they wish to interview at George Washington.
.•
Stressing the need to channel these diverse complaints about the Placement Office into one comprehensive
student position, SBA President Marjy Fisher formed a
committee to work on proposed Placement
Office improvements to be presented to the
Dean (text of the proposal printed below).
The proposal was motivated by the notion
that .the Placement
Office "may be the

Text of
SBA
Placement
Proposal
The following is the text of the Student Bar
Association's draft proposal for changes in
the Placement Office. The proposal has
been presented to the Dean for his consideration.

T

he Placement Office may ~e the most
important non-curricular department in the
National Law Center. In its contacts with
law firms apd other employers, it represents
the NLC. Placement is thus a powerful vehicle by which to enhance or damage the
reputation
of the school. In its role as
matchmaker for student and employer, the
Placement Office can have a substantial effect on the careers of NLC students. And"
the services Placement does or does not
provide
leave a lasting impression
on
. graduating students, likely influencing their
future decisions to contribute to the school.
But with all its importance,
the NLC's
placement program is the one that most
needs dramatic
and comprehensive
improvement.
Some
improvements"
have
already been made. Students generally applaud the new wild card system and the restrictions on the number of resumes that
can be submitted to D.C. firms. Director of
Placement Lyn Hiner has been especially
responsive to suggestions by the Placement
Committee and individual students; for example by leaving the office open longer for
evening students. However, while step-bystep improvement.and
responsive administration are good, they are not enough; particularly with the ever-shrinking
Washington job market which has always been the
NLC's domain.
What is needed is a firm commitment of .
money and time by the NLC administration
to a complete expansion of Placement services. We think Placement should aggressively recruit employers to hire NLC students, provide thoughtful
and accessible
student
counseling,
and competently
. administer
its office and programs.
We
think the only way to accomplish such a
thoroughgoing
expansion
is to create a
position for an Assistant, Dean for Place-

most important non-curricular
department
was the report of the Student Faculty Committee
on
Grade
Disparity.
The
in the National Law Center" and should
Committee's
proposal establishes grading
therefore
be afforded
a corresponding
a class average of
status and budget. The main way to achieve . guidelines, including
75-77 and certain prescribed percentages of
this goal, according to the committee's proeach letter grade for each class. The pro. posal, is to appoint an Assistant Dean for
posal, which is to be brought before the full
Placement. Fisher says the Assistant Deanfaculty on November 6, was originally enviship would "basically elevate the whole
Placement Office status in the law school
sioned by the Committee as a mandatory
hierarchy" and give placement an "adminguideline. As they will be presented to the
istration-based
catalyst"
who would be faculty by the Dean, however, the grading
which are not
charged with developing a budget and a guidelines are "standards"
mandatory and are unenforceable.
The stucomprehensive placement service. In addimembers'. dissatisfaction
tion, the proposal advocates the hiring of a dent committee
with the Dean's change was expressed by
part-time Alternative Career Counselor and
Bob Lord, who said, "Unless it's mandaa full-time Career Counselor to add to the
tory, it's not going to do a damn bit of
existing placement staff.
good."
The SBA also opposes the grade guidelines if they remain discretionary
and will
third issue taken on by the SBA
lobby the faculty for an amendment mak-

A
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ment who would administer
a separate
Placement Office budget.
Here is an outline of our proposal.
Employer

Recruitment

Placement can do more to open up jobs
for NLC students than simply administer
the on-campus interview program and post
job notices. In general, these efforts involve
larger firms and firms that are already acquainted with the caliber of NLC students.
More so than an individual student can,
the Placement Office can reach out to employers and encourage them to hire from
here. When contacting employers,
Placement can promote the reputation
of the
NLC by noting its high rank in Washington, thus correcting the school's underrated
stature outside of D.C. Placement can tell
specially-targeted
firms about particular
NLC programs recognized as being the best
of their kind, such as our clinics, the Government Contracts program, and the Environmental Law program; and offer to forward resumes of students participating
in
these programs.
. We think Placement should do more to
match smaller firms with NLC graduates.
Placement could provide services specially
catered to smaller firms' personnel needs.
For example, Placement could send such
firms a list of objective hiring criteria-such
as courses taken, grades earned, hometown, clinic participation,
and community
activities-and
ask the firm to indicate
which criteria a job applicant must match
or .should match; how many students the
firm would like to interview, and when it
would like to interview them. Such a program would have the dual advantage of inc
ducing firms to pay special' attention
to
NLC graduates, and of making both the interviewer and the interviewee feel that the
interviewee is particularly
well-suited for
the firm.
Similar efforts can be directed towards
public interest groups and firms, thereby
encouraging them to hire here. Placement
could also expand the pool of available jobs
by suggesting that businesses in the area
consider hiring law graduates for positions
calling for a combination
of business and
legal expertise.
Our point is that ALL students should be
served by Placement's services. Firms that
are only interested in hiring the top segment
of the class come to the NLC on their own
initiative. If Placement is to serve the rest of
the student body, it can best do so by giving
other employers the initiative to come here
as well.
Counseling

'"

We propose that the Placement Office
employ an individual specifically qualified
to counsel students on finding a job. The
easy argument against this proposal is that
law students should not have to be led by
the hand to employment opportunities.
But
it does not take much looking to recognize
that a large portion of students want and

need constructive
and individualized
advice. For many, job seeking is a seriously
frustrating,
even depressing, experience. A
knowledgeable
counselor could help such
students develop a positive attitude about
their background
and resume, could find
and help address specific problems students
may have such as interviewing poorly or
blemishes
in employment'
records.
The
counselor could be a ready source of information about job markets around the country and about what a student can do to
develop a career in a particular legal area,
We think that the net result of having
such a counselor would be that each NLC
student would develop a concrete notion of
what he or she wants to do and how to go
about doing it, and a confident sense that
he or she will be able to do it.
One student has also proposed to us that
Placement
solicit working students'
comments
about
their present
or former
employers. Such a program would be easy
to administer
"by distributing
comment
form's to students each semester and maintaining the collected forms in a central location. Students completing the forms could
at their option leave their name and phone
number on the forms in an offer to provide
additional advice to students hired by their
former employer. We think this a good an
inexpensive way to provide practical information about specific employers.
The appreciative student response to this
year's Placement Office information booklet shows students want and will use information disseminated through Placement.

ing them mandatory.
Finally, the SBA announced that it is
working out a law school grievance procedure which would supplement the existing
but elusive University-wide grievance procedures. The proposal was drafted by secondyear student Laura Foggan who was prompted by the. need for a "clear cut, established mechanism
for dealing with the
myriad of grievances that have arisen in the
law school." The procedure would be available to any student with an alleged claim
against a faculty member, with provisions
for .confidentiality
built in to the system.
The procedures first provide for an attempt
at informal private resolution between the
aggrieved parties, and then for progressively more formal arbitration involving a student-faculty
committee.
If no agreement
can be reached, the Dean would make the
final decision .•

Placement Office and
Program Administration
In our opinion the Placement Office is
understaffed
and ill-equipped.
The only
way Placement can competently administer
its present programs and our new ones is by
hiring additional personnel. The need for
adequate staffing is dramatized by the fact
that Placement represents the NLC to employers and influences their perception of
us. Students have informed us of many
occasions where Placement Office failures
have led firms to make negative conclusions
about the school in general. We think this
problem must be resolved.
We also think the Placement
Office
should have its own word processor. A
word processor is a necessity if Placement is
to actively correspond with and recruit employers: Without one, either letters will go
unwritten or scarce clerical help will be
wasted on repetitious tasks. With one, the
Placement Office will have the ability and
incentive to develop more and more employer contacts and innovative programs
and services.
Assistant

Dean for Placement

The Law Center has effectively assured
that consistent and vigorous attention is
paid to admissions and student relations by
appointing
respectively an assistant. and
associate dean in these areas. We believe
that placement is just as important as these
other areas.
Appointment
of an Assistant Dean for
Placement
would be a watershed in the
Alternative Career Recruiter
Placement Office's development. Currently
A strong effort should be made to recruit
it is the students who have to push for each
legal organizations
that do work in the
improvement.
An assistant
dean could
public interest to the National Law Center.
eliminate this us and them pattern of reacPart of our commitment as lawyers should
tive improvement.
The dean would be an
be to use our skills to better the community.
administration-based
catalyst for improveYet, the job options offered during the onment. With an independent budget to ad- .
campus
interview
process' represent
a
minister, innovative services would less likelimited range of interests, not responsive to
Iy be nipped in the bud 'for fear of asking
this commitment.
Students who wish to do
for more money. Instead, it would be part
alternative legal work are unaware of the alof the assistant dean's role fo ask for funds
ternatives that exist, and thus feel limited in
to pay for the programs he or she could justheir options.
Public interest law firms, '. tify. Finally, with an assistant dean, the
legal services organizations,
small firms,
onus for Placement Office administration
associations,
businesses, unions, state and
would rest on one person who would have
federal .government
are all valid career
sufficient authority
and independence
to
choices which could be made available
make improvements
and implement them
through an aggressive recruiting effort. An
wisely.
added benefit of bringing such firms to
We recognize that we are asking for a
campus is that these groups will often look
significant commitment
of resources from
to a more diverse set of criteria for choosing
the Law Center to our proposal. But in the
who to interview than do large law firms, so
past, Placement has gotten far too little atthat experience or commitment
will not be
tention considering
its importance.
We
always subservientjo
purely academic crithink the need exists to divert more reterion. This will tend to serve a greater porsources to helping students find fulfilling
tion of'the student body-than is being curjobs without those students having to dedirently served. We. propose that one partcate so much of their own energy, time, and
time staff position be created solely for the
peace of mind as they now have to. Compurpose of recruiting legal organizations
prehensive improvement of Placement scrand government
groups outside the corvices will in our opinion yield substantial
po rate sector.
We surveyed
many law
returns: students better equipped and better
schools comparable
to us, and most have
suited for their careers; a more generous
this function served in some way by the
alumni; and increased stature for the Naplacement office:
tional Law Center. •
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TUITION: THERE
IS PLAY IN
THE BUDGET

It is inevitable that tuition costs go up. They have done so regularly.
But this month's announcement· that the 1982-83 tuition was exceeding
$6,000 was more than just an annoyance. In the past, student loans covered
the costs of tuition, and with a part-time job and a little help from Mom and
To the Editor:
Dad, a student could make ends meet.
I would like to offer some thoughts on
That is no longer the case. Instead, a student must rely primarily on his or - what was discussed at the tuition forum,
her family's resources for tuition money. Realistically, the law school student
Monday, November 2.
body is already on the whole, a rather wealthy bunch. And, the cost of a year
The large attendance at what could only
at George Washington is still competitive with the costs 'of most of the schools
be anticipated to be a rather dry topic indiagainst which George Washington competes for applicants.
cates the strong, concerned interest of students in the proposed budget increase. StuBut to the minority of the students who cannot afford such a large tuition
dent comments and questions underscored
increase, the administration owes every consideration. To the extent that costs
this concern.
can be cut or deferred, or to the extent that financial aid can be made availDirector of Planning and.Budgeting Wilable, the administration has a duty to help relieve their economic burden.
Drawing up a multi-million dollar budget is not easy. But in some cases, ~ liam Johnson and Dean Barron both
emphasized that there is not "play" in the
paying $6,100 tuition is even harder: The budget is not yet set in concrete. Now
budget, that the $900.00 proposed increase
is the time to consider the students' abilities to cope with the increases and
in the law school tuition for next year canreadjust the budget accordingly.":
'
not be cut without cutting into basic ser-

Clinics andCredit
During the summer months many law students take the-opportunity to participate in various volunteerIegal internships. In order to obtain credit at the law
school for these programs, students must pay a set price for each credit hour. It is
the law school policy that tuition credits earned this way must be paid in full during the summer term.
Students should be encouraged to participate in such internships, but current
policy effectively discourages such participation by imposing a double burden:
not only is the student working at a full time job for no pay, but he or she must
also pay the higher part-time tuition rate.
At a time when the cost of a legal education more and more nearly approaches
the prohibitive level the current practice is not only unwise but unfair. In return
for minimal involvement by faculty or administrators, a student gives a summer
of hard work and pays $205.25 per credit hour besides. A much fairer approach
would be to incorporate the cost into the student's bill for the fall semester at a
rate commensurate with the number of hours they take during the fall. For example, a student taking 13 hours during the Fall would be allowed to two hours
credit for his or her summer internship at no extra charge. The income loss to the
school would be minimal; the student's gain in being allowed to pursue an other>
wise financially-prohibited legal interest could be significant.
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vices. This is absolutely not true. As an example of where. there is "play" in the
budget, next year, $200,000 of law school
money is projected to go into the law school
building fund.
Dean Barron explained that a new law
school building is necessary to maintain our
accredidation. He also told us that even
though we students will not directly enjoy
the benefits of the new law school, we have
a responsibility to contribute to the improvement of the school, and that we will
enjoy the benefit of GW's higher reputation
once the new structure is completed. He is
correct in these assertions.

However, later in the forum Mr. Johnson
stated that for this year and the next,
$300,000 of law school funds will be contributed to the building fund. The year before this, an additional $250,000 of law
school funds went into the building fund.
This year's contribution of $300,000 does
not include the $200,000 I spoke of earlier.
This means that-by next year, this year's
second-year students will have contributed
over $650.00 per person to the new law
school building. To me, this amount represents a substantial contribution from people who do not earn an income, and who
will never enjoy the new facility. Also, by
the time 6W's reputation has improved
'because of the new law school building, we
will have been employed as lawyers for a
number of years, and the indirect benefits
of GW's enhanced reputation will not serve
us very much; $650.00 per person represents
more than an adequate share of bearing our
responsibility towards a new building.
The additional $200,000 which is also
projected to go into the building fund next
year is on top of the $300,000 already
stated. This $200,000 represents an additional $150.00of tuition money per person.
This is an additional $150.00 which is in no
way justified.
Present law students are already paying
large amounts of money for the new building, and this additional $200,000 does not
represent the difference between being able
to afford a new law school building or losing our accredidation. This money is intended to build the fund on a prospective
basis, and no one can accurately assert that
it is necessary or warranted.
The case for some tuition relief is even
more apparent when we consider this year's
first year students. If the law center continues to pay the projected $500,000 per
year iinto the building fund, it will mean

that by the time they graduate, present firstyear students will have spent over $1,100
per person for alaw building from which
they have had little benefit. Indeed, they
will be most affected by the new building
only in its construction and the inconvenience it will cause.
.. The point is this: outside of tuition, there
is probably no other way that large bulk
,of the money for the new building can be
raised. But for the money towards the new
building that the law school is deriving from
present students, those students deserve
every consideration as to how it is to be
spent. To the' extent that the $200,000 in
additional money for the building fund
reflects $150.00 per student, and it is not
completely or even substantially necessary,
students should not. have to bear this
burden.
.
In a preliminary overview of questionnaires answered by students at the forum,
many students responded that-a savings of
about $200.00 in tuition money might help
or significantly help them in their ability to
meet tuition costs.
A crucial consideration, and one continually stressed by students, is that with
government grant money largely uncertain,
any large tuition increases may jeopardize
some students' ability to stay at this law
..school. Some students suggest the possibil- '
ity of state-schools, others the possibility of
becoming night students. Although only a
minority of students might not be able to
afford tuition increases; we have a responsibility to these present students to make
every effort to insure that they can afford
to stay at GW and this responsibility is
greater than our heed to add $200,000 to
the building fund. And there is no need to
further squeeze hard-pressed students who
are already having a difficult time making
ends meet.

a

,
At the forum, there were also comparisons made between the tuition at our law
school and that at other law schools. These
comparisons are more misleading than
helpful. Georgetown presently pays $6715
per year, and we are paying $5200. What
does this tell us? As an example, Georgetown runs its own transit system, we do not.
How much difference does that make in tuition? Only if we can equate the services provided, the facilities, and additional revenues
outside of tuition do tuition comparisons
add to our perspective. Even if Georgetown
presently pays $975.00 more than we do,
they are presently paying for a completed
new law school. We are paying for something less than that. At present, no one
knows how much tuition will have to be increased ·to pay for the debt service on our
new building. So; if such comparisons
prove anything, they seem to demonstrate
that we are not paying a comparatively
lower tuition to attend the National Law
Center.
Many other issues were discussed at the
forum and I have dealt with only a few. I
certainly appreciated that Dean Barron,
Mr. Johnson and Mr. Shupe attended the
tuition forum. Now that the budget process
has been opened to student input, it is incumbent upon them to consider the upcoming proposals of the Student Bar Association and Student Association and act forthrightly to accommodate the reasonable
alternatives.
Sincerely,
Andrew Robinson
Law School Senator to the
Student Association

,
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Last Chance for Fair Grades
by John Banzhaf

Your
first year grades and class standing are on the line this afternoon. A faculty
vote may have almost as much effect on
your grades, and on your class standing, as
all of the studying you may do for your
classes! The question is, what are you going
to do about it?
Last Fall I wrote in the Advocate to warn
those first-year students about the problems
of grade disparity. Markedly different grading practices and philosophies of professors
teaching different sections meant' that
grades in some of their classes would be far
lower than grades in a corresponding class
jn another section, and that members of
one or two sections would have class standings far lower than they should have. I told
students that unless "they complained long
and loud BEFORE the grades were actually
posted," they too would probably suffer
the "tyranny of the alphabet" under which
your last name has a lot to do with your
grades and class standing.
I told them what had happened just the
year before, a year which was not unusual
with regard to grading disparities:
, - in one section of Fall Contracts 95 percent of the students received a grade lower
than the AVERAGE in another Contracts
section;
, - in the Fall two sections of Contracts received no "A" grades, while more than 25
percent of the students in another Contracts
section got "A's";
- in one section of Criminal Law over 20
percent of the students received a "0," and
one student failed; in three other sections
no student received a "0" or "F" grade;
- one Torts section had 54 percent "B's"
while in a competing section only 28 percent
got "B's" and over 63 percent. got "C"
grades. ,
In the Spring the disparities continued:
- in one section Of Civil Procedure more
than 14 percent received a "0" grade and
one student flunked; in another section the
lowest grade was a "C," 46 percent got
"B's" and 20 percent received "A" grades;'
- in Constitutional Law one section had
over 10 percent "D's" and one "F"; two
other sections had no grade lower than a

"e";

... THE FAC.ULTY VOTE TODAY MAY HAVE AS MUCH
EFFECT ON YOUR CLASS STANDING AS ALL OF
THE STUDYING YOU MAY DO FOR YOUR CLASSES
•. - in Property one section had 17.5 percent "D's" and five percent "A's," while
another section had 17;55 percent "A's"
and one percent "D's";
- for the Spring term of Contracts some
of the grade distributions were almost unbelievable. One section had 91 percent
"B's," 2.5 percent "A's," and 6.5 percent
"C's"; while another section had 21 percent "A's," 44 percent "B's," and 34 percent "C's."

Well,
a number of students did
speak out and demand an end to these absurd and unfair inequalities and disparities
in grades between sections which are made
up of students of virtually equal ability, but
apparently not enough students spoke up,
and they didn't speak out as strongly as
they could. The problem repeated itself last
Fall:
- not a single student in one Contracts
section got an "A," while almost 30 percent of students in a competing Contracts
section got an "A" grade;
- in Criminal Law and Torts the average
grade in one section differed by almost five
points from ,the average grade in another
section;
- in two sections of Torts over 15 percent
of the students received "A's," while in
another section 3.2 percent got the high
grade; the percentage of "D's" varied from
almost 18 percent to less than 2 percent.
Last Spring the disparities were even
worse:
- the average grade in one Contracts class
was 70.81; the average grade in another
Contracts class was 80.68;
- in two Contracts classes over 85 percent
of all 'of the grades fell solely within the
"B" range; meanwhile the number of
"C's" in different Contracts classes varied
from 45 percent to 2.8 percent;
- in one section of Contracts 11.5 percent
of the students got a "0," whereas two
other sections had no "D's," one had 1.8
percent "D's," and the final section still

c

A

s a result, in addition to dlsparitiee
between different subject classes in different sections, there are often significant disparities between the overall grades in different sections. As a result, a student's class
standing-one
of the most important criteria in job hunting-can be seriously affected. The 1979-1980 year is a good example:
.
-a grade average of 81 would have put
you in the top 5 percent of one section, but
below the top 20 percent in another section;
- a grade average of 77.5 would almost ,
get you in the top 20 percent of one section,
and yet leave you near the 50 percent line in
another section;
,
- the difference between the top five percent dividing line in different sections differed by more than 7 points, ranging from
80.69 to 87.77.
Fortunately, a remedy is in sight. A
special committee assigned to look into this
problem has recommended a new standard
which will reduce the disparity between
grades in different classes to two points,
and provide more precise 'limits on the
number of "A's," "B's," etc. which can be
given out. The' committee has recommended that the standard be adopted beginning with this Fall term, and the faculty will
vote on the proposal today. Therefore, today's vote may have almost as much effect
on your grades, and on your class standing,
as all of the studying you may do for your
classes!
had only 2.4 percent;The faculty J:I1ayor may not adopt the
- in Civil Procedure one section had committee's proposal, and some faculty
almost 18 percent "D's"; one section had members may try to water it down. A major
none, and the other sections all had less factor in the faculty's decision will probably
than seven percent. The number of "B's"
be how strongly the faculty members bevaried from 50.6 percent to 29.9 percent;
lieve the students are concerned about this
- in Constitutional Law one section got problem. If students make it clear to their
12 percent "D's," while two sections had own teachers, and to the administrationno grade lower than a "C";
now, today, before the crucial vote-that
- in Property two sections had more than they want an end to these unfair disparities,
20 percent "A's," and one section had the proposal will probably be adopted. If
almost 20 percent, while in the final section not, I will probably be writing another artionly 5.2 percent received this grade. One cle for the first-year class next Fall, using
professor gave out almost twice as many this year's freshman class as a horrible ex"B's" as those in other sections.
ample of what can happen. •
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Putting Tuition In Perspective
by Jerome A. Barron'

I

am sure everybody kn:ws by now that
the big news so far this fall is the proposed
tuition increase which will move our tuition
from $5200 this year to $6100 next year. In
an economic era in which we continue to experience the twin joys of continuing inflation and accelerated recession, such an increase is obviously not welcome. However,
I do think it is important to maintain some
sense of perspective about the increase. A
very .relevant consideration in thinking
about the tuition increase should be: how
does our tuition compare with the tuition of
comparable law schools? I ask this question
because I happen to have the answer. Our
Assistant Dean for Admissions, Bob
Stanek, has provided me with information
about 22 law schools, which are listed at
right. All these schools are private universi- ,

ties heavily dependent upon tuition.
If you study this table, you will see that
only two schools, Catholic University Law
School and Fordham University Law
School, are as low as Ours. Two others are
only slightly higher, Duke and American.
But there are a number of law schools with
which we compete more directly than we do
with any of (he foregoing.
Law schools with which I believe we compete directly for applicants are: NYU,
Georgetown, Cornell, Boston University,
Boston College, and to a lesser extent, Syracuse and Temple. Each one of these schools
has a considerably higher tuition level than
ours. I think it is safe to assume that tuition
levels at these schools will be increased at
least by the rate of inflation-14 or 15 perc e n t.

.0

u'r law school b~dget, like most law
(Please turn-to page 8)

Law School
American University
Boston College
Boston University
Case Western Reserve University
Catholic University
University of Chicago
. Columbia University_
Cornell University (continuing students)
Duke University
Emory University
Fordham University
George Washington University
New York University
Northwestern University
University of Pennsylvania
Stanford University
Syracuse University
Temple University
Tulane University
Vanderbilt University
Washington University
Yale University

Current Tuition
(1981-1982)
$5320
$5625
$6300
$5400
$5200
$7275
$7400
$7000
$5250
$5400
$5200
55200
$6875
$7250
$7245
$7290
$5750
$6000
$5706
$5650
$5850
$7050
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Dean
Barron
(continuedfrom page 7)
school budgets across the country, is under.
a number. of conflicting
pressures. First,
there is the fundamental need to attract and'
retain able young faculty, given the lurefinancial and otherwise-of
practice. There
is also the equally fundamental
need to
decently
reward
experienced
teachers.
Additionally,
we must expand the funds
available for financial aid. Furthermore,
the desire has been expressed to expand our
placement
services. In addition,
we are
undertaking a building expansion program.
I am spending a great deal of my time
raising funds from alumni toward the end
of paying for the building. Obviously, every
.. dollar that I can raise from alumni is a
dollar less that will be an expense item for
the University and, ultimately, the tuition
rate to bear. If there is anyone factor which
prevents us from reaching the very first
rank
in American law schools, it' is our
physical facilities. New physical facilities
are essential. Our reputation
and our accreditation
requirements
demand
them.
The tuition increase that has been proposed
will help to meet all the competing goals
that I have listed above. My own view is
that if we have patience and confidence in
each other, we can make significant progress. with respect to all of the goals that I
have mentioned.

WORKSHOP IN TAKING
. LAW SCHOOL
. EXAMS
Presentation

by_ a" Law School Professor
Dupont Plaza Hotel _
Dupont Circle, N.W.

~ashington D.C.
November 15,1981'
ito

6 pm

For Informatlon:tAKING LAW SCHOOL EXAMS
110 Bleecker Street
Apt. 17 F
New York, New York 10012
:(212) 724·2792 evenings

o

n a lighter note. I had an interesting
meeting the other day with our former Law

Librarian
and long-time
colleague
and
alumnus, Hugh Bernard. When Hugh retired, I asked him to undertake the task of
writing a history of the George Washington
law school. Although our law school was
founded in 1865 and has roughly 14,000 living alumni, no history of the school ever
has been written. Incidentally,
when the
work is completed, it will be available to all
of our alumni.
Hugh was the faculty minutes taker for'
many years so he has had long experience in
summarizing difficult and sometimes acrimonious events in a complete and fair but
pungent style. Some of the nuggets that
Hugh has uncovered include the fact that in
the early 1930s the faculty meetings were
held in the Cosmos Club. But then the
faculty, in a rebellious mood, voted by
resolution to move the meetings elsewhere
in view of the cost of the lunch-seventyfive cents!
.
Other interesting items-at
least one of
our illustrious alumni got his degree rather
late. John Foster Dulles left the law school
to join the New York firm of Sullivan &
Cromwell 20 credits short of what was required for the degree. Apparently,
he had
enough credits to take the bar examination.
He attended law school during the academic years 1909-1910 and 191O-1911.~ A
number of years later, the faculty, at the request of then-Dean Van Vleck, voted to
give Mr. Dulles his degree, which he received in 1932.
The book also will have tables of the
governors, cabinet ministers, judges, senators, and congressmen who have graduated
from this school. The only thing we seem to
be short of right now is a title for the history
of the school. Hugh tells me that a history
of the University of Chicago Law School is
entitled-i'Law on the Midway." I suggested
"Finding the Law in Foggy Bottom." Running up that particular idea did not get too
many salutes, as they say on Madison Avenue. Got any ideas? If you do, let me or
Hugh know .•

IGN-UP FOR 39 AR EXA ......,.
••• DECIDE LATER .
-

-

One ~pplicationwith BAR/HRI is
all you need to guarantee the applicable*
discount in 39 different jurisdictions.·
* Don't delay,
discounts end by Nov..IS.
All registration fees are fully transferable.
1909 K Street, N.W.

ashinl!ton",D.C.

BAR

REVIEW

202/833"-30uO
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EVERYAVAILABLE AID
FOR THE LA·W STUDENT
10,278 on file -

. GILBERTS'- COIFS
SUM & SUBSTANCE
LEGALINES
SMITH REVIEWS - NUTSHELLS
. CASE NOTES - AMERICAN LEGAL
CASE DIGESTS
EMANUELS - HORNBOOKS .
STATIONARY SUPPLIESAND MORE'

all subjects

Send $1.00 (refundable) for your up-to-date,
340 page, mail order catalog.
We also provide research - all fields.
Thesis and dissertation assistance available.

RESEARCH

ASSISTANCE

11322 Idaho Ave.,H206F
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
(213) 477-8226 or 477-8227

COMPARE OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY LAW BOOKS' ELSEWHERE
Washington's largest selection of legal supplies and study aids

DISCOUNT PRICESAND
COMPLETE' SELECTION
AT •••
WASHINGTON
LAW BOOK CO.

Coif and Casenotes, Gilbert's, Legalines, Nutshells, Hornbooks, Ziontz, etc.

READY CASH FOR OLD CASEBOOKS
~LERN(R LAW ;BOOK'CO:tiFIRST''''ANO'1iBSTREETS/ N.W •.WASHl'; D.O:~20001~

~~~~~

CLASSIFIED

t~.~~.·

La RazalMovimiento Legal Latino is
sponsoring a clothing drive to collect
warm clothing for the Sioux Indians of the
Black Hills, South Dakota. Students, taculty, and staff wishing to donate clothing
should leave clothing in the box located in
the coffee lounge, Stockton Hall. Signs
will be posted.

~~~

HEALTH'S A-POPPIN!
"It Sounds Incredible, and It Is!"
Vegetarian Times

Worried about your progress on your Legal
Writing argument? Bummed about your
standing In the Moot Court Competition?
Worried about the results of the InterviewIng process. Come down to the Student
Information Center In Room B04 Stockton
and talk to some sympathetic souls.

"Bursting with Freshness"
Washington Post

Enjoy our delicious shrimp, chicken, egg, tuna or fruit salads and sandwiches; Nicoise salad; and our fabulous "Poppin-Melt" sandwich (melted
provolone cheese, tuna salad, mushrooms, and tomatoes). We have great
omelettes, guacamole, quiches, soups, and adaily Hot Special.

ROBERTA.: Best wishes from
your law school friends. May your partnership not be limited.
.

Top off lunch with our special carrot cake or ~
tasting of all yogurts -

Directory
Admissions & Records
Advocate
Alumni Relations
BALSA
Community Legal Clinic
Dean of Students
Financial Aid
Journal of International Law
Law Review
Library Reference Desk
• La Raza
Placement Office
SBAOffice
Student Information Center

Tel. 785-0424

1917 Eye Sl,N.W.

the best-

and good for you.

Inquire about our sumptuous catering platters -

676-6260
676-7325
676-6420
676-7560
676-7463
676-6592
676-5992
676-7164
676-6835
676-6648
676-7561
676-7340
676-7150
676-7165

-

inexpensive, too.

BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT WITH THE YWCA, WE ARE NOW
THE ONLY SELLERS OF THEIR FAMOUS CHOCOLATE CHIP
COOKIES/

HEAL TH'S A-POPPINI
2020 K Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20006

Phone: 466-6616
Open 7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
11 :00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Saturday
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With The Yankees

o

ear Advocate Forum:
I never believed the articles you ran until
last week, when I personally experienced
something I thought your readers would
like to hear about.
I am a 24-year-old law student at a prestigious law school in Washington, D.C. My
sports life had been rather normal until
now, but that changed suddenly one evening. I was hanging out around the Quad behind the law school, wondering how I was
going to get my. moot court brief done on
time, when some friends suggested that we
go see the Yankees in the second game of
the World Series. "You're crazy," I told
them. First, we would have to get up to
New York. Second, we would have to get
tickets. Third, we had too much schoolwork. Impossible, I said.
Boy was I wrong!
On Wednesday, October 21, we hopped
into a friend's car, sped up to New York,
stopping only once along the way (the Joyce
Kilmer Memorial Exxon Station in New
Jersey), and arriving in the Big Apple by
game time.
There's something romantic about the
South Bronx at sunset, and I could feel my
juices flowing. Now all we had to do was
get inside! Well, as luck would have it, just
as we got to the gate, a scalper announced
that he had some tickets for sale for only
$30. A steal.
The five of us, hot dog in hand, climbed
up top. That's right, we had seats in the second row from the top ... Row Y. "Throw

... THERE'S SOME·
THING ROMANTIC
ABOUT THE SOUTH
BRONX A T SUNSET.

out the first ball," we yelled. The crowd
was now in a frenzy. The parachutist came
easing into the stadium, and Robert Merrill
led the crowd in a concerted patriotic song.
We suddenly stood at attention.
The team exploded onto the field. We
settled into our chairs for a few moments'
rest, but soon we were at it again. We yelled
words of encouragement as Tommy John
took his position on the mound. He expertly manipulated the ball between his fingers
before firing off the first pitch. Dust flew as
the curves bounced against the dirt. No one
reached base that inning.
And now, thirst set in. As we pushed our
way through the crowd looking for a frosty
head of beer, we found we weren't the only
ones with that idea! "HeyNLC,"
we exclaimed, "this Bud's for you!"
We took our positions in the bleachers
again. Intensity grew. The cameras focused
on us as we flashed a sign: WELCOME
ABC! We quickly flipped the banner over,
catching the network censor offguard:
HOWARD, SHUT THE F--- UP! Later
our entire section pounded and pounded a
rhythmic chant of "Box seats suck!"
Drenched in sweat' on this October eve, we
finally scored!

Vietnam Georgetown
by Fred Becker

T

0 add a new dimension to dining out
on oriental food, try a meal at VietnamGeorgetown. The extensive use of sweet
and fruit flavored ingredients in many of
the dishes provides a distinctly delicious cui-.
sine that should be sampled by the adventurous diner.
I find it more enjoyable to go to oriental
restaurants with a group, so for this meal I
went with three companions instead of my
usual one. This permitted us to taste a
greater variety of dishes, which for the most
part proved to be unlike any other oriental
food that we had eaten. The stir-fry method
of cooking, common to Chinese food, is
virtually unknown in Vietnamese food.
Other differences include the use of fish
sauce instead of soy sauce as a standard
flavoring, and the influence of the cuisines
of other countries, particularly that of
France. Vietnamese food, with its emphasis
on lighter entrees and fresh vegetables, is
less starchy than Chinese food and more

..

But like so many romances, this one with
In fact, we scored three times that evening! The Yankees looked like champions as the Yankees soon faded. A Bronx cheer
they won the ballgame 3-D. We smiled in the for the Yankees, but still, I'll never forget
that special day when (turned my back on
afterglow of another Yankees victory.
When it was allover, we all smoked a the Law and, instead, went for a ride. I
cigarette and decided to go get something to hope all of your readers can enjoy this exeat; And boy did we eat-and was it ever perience. I'll never doubt another Advocate
tasty! Pizza, dogs, chocolate doughnuts, article again!
-S.C.,
Washington, D.C. •.
bagels, and seven dishes at Wo Hop's.

A small group of students meet with their professor in an
informal seminar in relaxing surroundings. Here they discuss
water law and try to determine whose riparian rights have been
violated.

2934 M Street, N.W., 337-4536

flavor, and yet the taste is also somewhat
salty because of the beef broth. The result
was quite pleasing.
My favorite entree was the caramel chickOur first course was Vietnamese salad, a en with ginger. I particularly Ii ked the
combination of sliced chicken mixed with candy-like sauce which covered the large
shredded fresh celery, onion and cucumber.
tender pieces of chicken. The sauce was not
The salad was dressed with pickled vinegar too sugary, but was just right to bring
and had a topping of chopped peanuts. It out the flavor of the meat. Also on the
was a tasty appetizer and made us look for- sweet side was the cinnamon beef with
ward to the rest of the meal.
orange, a rolled beefsteak that is braised
For soups we chose the beef with rice and served with navel orange slices. I found
noodles and the crabmeat with asparagus.
the combination of cinnamon with beef
The crabmeat with asparagus soup Was the confusing to the palate, with the overall
richer of the two. While the crabmeat was taste being a little too sweet for a main dish.
finely chopped, the asparagus came in niceAs I mentioned earlier, Vietnamese cooksized pieces. (It is the French influence that ing tends towards lighter dishes, and thereis responsible for the use of asparagus.)
fore there is a large selection of grilled enMore in keeping with the native cuisine was. trees. We chose two dishes that were grilled
the beef with rice noodles soup. The use of on skewers: boneless chicken flavored with
anise in this soup gives it an unusual, sweet lemon peel, and beef in citronella flavoring.
Citronella is also sometimes known as
WITH'S,>
lemon grass and is a very common seasonWIN A DINNER
'1, >'
ing in Vietnamese food. Both of these enlike Japanese food. This emphasis away
from carbohydrates tends to leave one filled
but not stuffed at the end of a meal.

CAVEAT

CENATOR .,"' <).1.
. ~:~sc:;;~~ :~~v:~r;~t:ce~rer:~d;~e ~~~::~
~
see" {)'a e·,
and beef also came with small bowls of
lemon flavored dressing in which to dip the

meat. While' the sauce added a pleasantly
tart taste, the meat was so delicious by itself
that we ended up eating most of it without
the additional spice.

T

he selection of desserts provides a
return to the influence of foreign foods.
For those people with a strong sweet tooth,
banana flambe au Rum, another reminder
of the French presence, should be the first
choice. Soft bananas are dipped in batter
then deep fried. They are then doused with
rum and brought to the table in flames. The
result is delicious, but cloying enough to
make honey seem almost bland in comparison. The creamy caramel custard, another
dessert, also provides a very good though
more subtle end to the meal.
The atmosphere was cheerful and relaxed. We were pleased with the service and
found the waitress to be courteous and
helpful in answering the many questions we
had about the different dishes. An additional pleasant item is that most entrees cost
between $4.95 and $5.75, which allows for a
moderately priced dinner. •
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Common Stocks
by David Draus

I

f you want real excitement, you want
commodities, stock options, currency arbitrating or blackjack. If you want to psychologically function properly, you want common stocks.
-.
For a period of about three months, this
writer lived on the edge by shorting uncovered put options. After two margin calls
I began to halucinate and lose touch with
reality, so I vowed to stick to common
stocks. (If it's any consolation, common
stocks are like a trip to Mars compared to
bonds.)

The world of money has two hemispheres: debt and equity. Debt is an LO.U.
such as a bond, note or bank account-you
basically lend your money to' someone.
Equity is an investment in a company or
venture where recoupment is commensurate
with the success of the venture. Common
stocks are a type of equity. If you need
more information, take Corporations.
Common stocks are traded on several exchanges (centralized marketplaces), the
most popular of which are the New York'
Exchange, American Exchange, and the
Over-the-Counter Exchange (not really centralized, but on a newspaper stock page it
looks like it is). You gain access to these
marketplaces through your broker.
There are two ways that a share of cornmon stock can make money for you: dividends and capital gains. Watching the capital gains is more fun than watching your
dividends (unless negative), for capital
gains can make you rich and the dividends,
at very best, keep you even with inflation.

Any
respectable paper (except the National Enquirer) has a stock page. A sample
excerpt from the New York Times stock
page is reprinted herein (with no permission
from the publisher).

Upon examination, you notice that
public stocks are listed in alphabetical order
under their exchange heading. The Times
sample below shows a partial list from the
New York Exchange (the Cadillac of exchanges).

Ie
first two columns give the stock's
high and low range for the last 52 weeks of
consolidated trading unless a dividend of 25
percent or more has been issued during that
period. For example, Farah (they make
those tacky plaid slacks your sister's husband wears) has ranged from $5.75 to'
$15.00 per share; its current price is $10.50
(note the figure in the second to last column
from the left). The last two columns show.
the daily range of stock prices (on Sunday,
the weekly range).
The first column after the name of the
company lists the company's dividend payments, if indeed, dividends are declared.
For instance, good 01' Exxon gives $3.00
annually (you'd think they could cough up
a tad more).
The column following the dividend
amount gives the percent yield of the dividend based upon thestock's current price.
Thus, Exxon's $3.00 dividend is equivalent
to a 100/0 return on your money. (This, of
course, wouldn't be totally true if you had
been demented and bought the stock at $44
per share.) Some preferred stocks (with
'PF' after their name) and some utility
companies are currently paying dividends
of 18%.
The 'Sales Hds' column lists the number
of shares that traded hands during that day
(or during that week if a summary, as
shown) divided by one hundred. For those
of you not skilled in math, merely add two
zeros to the number shown to find the actual number of shares traded. The importance of this column along with its neighbor
labelled 'poE ratio' (price-earnings ratio)
will be discussed next issue along with info
on how to pick the right exchange and the
right stock. Stay tuned .•

CAN

YOU GUESS FRED BECKER's
the
win .a
THE CAVEAT CENATOR
$7 R

Valuable

2d Prize:

A free review:

copy of How You Can Use Inflation
to Beat the IRS,
by B.Ray Anderson-

RULES:
Write your guess or
empirical choice on a piece of
paper, with your name and phone,
and leave it in the Advocate
office, Room B-02 BACON HALL
no later than Midnight November
15. ~NTRIES WILL BE DRAWN AT
RANDOM
First correct entry
wins
if no correct entries
received, ,MOST IMAGINATIVE

Reading the stock pages is simple.

ENTRY WINS:
Employees of Fred
Becker and their families are
not eligible

11
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-6
WILLIE NELSON, JANE FONDA & ROBERT
REDFORD together in 'The Electric Horseman
at the Circle (331-7480).

18

HORSE FEA THERS and ANIMAL CRACKERS are shown at the Marvin Center. $1.00.

8
BADLANDS and DELIVERANCE show at the
Biograph Theater (338-0707).

. INTERNA TlONAL LA W RESEARCH WORKSHOP with Robert Shaaf (Library of Congress)

-,

19
INTERNA TlONAL
TRADE RESEARCH
WORKSHOP with Pat Greer (Law Librarian,
International
Trade Commission)
in the
Seminar Room of the Library at 1 p.m.

N.

SBA BEER BLAST in Bacon Lounge at 3

DEBATE: GUN CONTROL, in Stockton 101 at
8 p.m.

p.m. Drink up!

21

10 "
BASIC PATENT AND TRADEMARK LA W RESEARCH, Thomas Moore (Bacon & Thomas),
North Seminar Room of the Library, 1 p.m.
LEXIS Training, Third Floor Desk of the Library at 6:30 p.m.
FACUL TY SPEAKER SERIES continues with
PROF. DIENES talking on "Sex, Family and
Personhood" at 8 p.m.
'
EQUAL JUSTICE FOUNDATION organizational meeting. New Members welcome. Bacon
Lounge, 8 p.m.

1tCYNTHIA HILL, staff attorney
of the
LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS, speaks on the
Equal Rights Amendment.
Brownbag Lunch,
Bacon Lounge, 12 p.m.
IMMIGRA TlON LA W RESEARCH TECH. NIQUES, Ronald Chirlin & Richard Boswell, N.
Seminar Room of the Library, 1 p.m.

12

THE WOOL Y MAMMOTH THEA TRE COMPANY performs The Kramer by Mark Medoff
(Children of a Lesser God), a drama pitting
business world innocents against true evil. At
the Church of the Epiphany (543-6211) at 2 and
8 p.m.

22

Training session for this' semester.

ADVANCED LEXIS RESEARCH WORKSHOP, with Mark Shaw (Law Librarian Arent,
Room of the Library;

1

13

Biograph through the 24th.
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23
"A MAN FOR ALL SEASONS" at the Circle
Theater (331-7480).
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AN OFFER YOU CANNOT REFUSE starring
Ernest Borgnine begins at the Warner Theater
(626-1050).

25
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OF ART TALK-

"Thomas Cole and the Romantic
In the Atrium at 12:30 p.m.

lSWs O?\N\ON/
~

THANKSGIVING DA Y. No classes.

27

Theatre.

28
LlNA

WERTMULLER's

"Sev~n Beauties"
at The Circle (331-7480).

14

and "Swept Away"

HE COMES TO DANCE? Nils Lofgren at the
Bayou (333-2897) at 8 & 1 p.m.

28

1.5

"SLEUTH': and "MAGIC" conclude The Biograph's
"Murder,
Mystery
& Mayhem"
Festival. (338-0707)
.

BACH, BEETHOVEN and PROKOFIEV works
are performed in the Salon of the Renwick Gallery (17th & Pennsylvania. NW.) at 3- p.m.
FREE.

16
FRANCO ZEFFIRELLI movies Romeo and
Juliet and Brother Sun, Sister Moon are at the
Circle (331-7480).

~:::
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AGAIN NO CLASSES.

DARK OFTHE MOON runs through the 15th
in the George Washington·University

UI 10
I) II

;.:--

"SORRY, WRONG NUMBER" shows at the

CORCORAN GALLERY

LEXIS Training, Third Floor Desk of the Library, .1Q a.m. This is the last scheduled LEXIS

1\
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20

9
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in the N. Seminar Room of the Library at 1 p.m.
SBA MEETING in Bacon Lounge at 8 p.m.

7

Fox ... ), N. Seminar
p.m.

-~
==-==
--.=~

NLRB RESEARCH WORKSHOP with Victoria
Hingman (NLRB Office of General Counsel) in
the N. Seminar Room of the Library, 1 p.m.
"SKOKIE," a CBS documentary about the
American Nazis' march on the predominantly
Jewish town of Skokie, III. Pre-show discussion
with Arthur Spitzer, ACLU attorney.
Bacon
. Lounge, 7 p.m ..

November

STUDENT
MSOGIATIOM

E:

29

.

CLASSES RESUME.

30
GWU's

FIRST

BASKETBALL

Against Catholic University
8 p.m.
'

GAME

FRIDAY NOV 20 8 to 12

-

in the Smith Center,

......

IN

"WE'VE
GOT A DATE
NOV. 19th': .
"That's when the
American Cancer
Society asks every
smoker in America
to give up cigarettes
for a day. Give it a
try. You might find
you can quit forever"

THE GREAT AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT

Part

Grad

THE «RAT»

15TH FLOOR MARVIN CENTER
co-sponsored by
PROGRAM

BOARD

and GWUSA

ENTERTAINME NT PROVIDED

.

American Cancer Society ~

WMfAA

e

'WiMN"'.

¥AM' _
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